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Any one hear the voice of Iranian Teenagers
Armita Geravand 

Hamburg, 03.10.2023, 23:23 Time

USPA NEWS -  "Crime, murder by the Islamic Republic against its own youth and adolescents does not stop.

I think you remember Mahsa Amini well? This story is entirely true, and we are in 2023, wanting to talk about the issue of hijab in Iran.

The dark and bitter days in Iran are not over. This horrifying nightmare, named Ali Khamenei and the Islamic Republic, and moral
security police, does not come to an end. Human rights organizations do not support. President Biden pays money to the Iranian
government. The IRGC terrorist organization still has excellent relations with all countries and is not on the list of terrorist countries in
Europe. Still, all countries maintain relations with the Islamic Republic. What kind of world is this? Where are human rights? Why don't
Western countries react? Is Iranian oil really so valuable that Europe accepts the risk of the Islamic Republic, and they close their eyes
and ears?
Mahsa Amini Killed By Islamic Republic of Iran , Because of her Hijab
And After Mahsa , Islamic Republic of Iran Killed Many Iranians To Proof that they have not killed Mahsa Amini
But whats now!
(ARMITA GERAVAND)
Why in the same way they killed her!
She was only 16 years old

How ugly the world has become.

Politicians, political actors, and those of you working in human rights organizations, I have a new suggestion for you, which we are all
familiar with: continue to express your concerns. This is a heartbreaking situation because with just your expressions of concern, the
freedom-seeking youth of Iran can be easily killed. Humanity exists in the most humble places possible, and we are living in a world by
mistake."
"Mercilessness has taken over the Earth, and when Ibrahim Raisi spoke at the United Nations in the United States, we all saw that a
real murderer was speaking as a politician at the UN.

We are living in a completely wrong world. Killers become presidents and speak at the United Nations. The youth in Iran are killed, and
human rights organizations remain silent. Refugees drown in the seas, and no one says anything because they don't have good
financial status. But when a few people disappear for entertainment to see the Titanic ship, the whole world notices.

The one who truly needs help is poor. Those who don't know how to help the needy are politicians. I no longer like this world.

"Let's believe that as humans, we can have better lives. Armita was only 16 years old and was killed for a few strands of hair. Mahsa
Amini was only 22 years old and was killed for a few strands of hair.

Kian was only 10 years old and was killed because of protests for the government's murder of Mahsa Amini. The murderous and
corrupt regime of Ali Khamenei is still in power. Do you know why?

It's because no country paid attention to the pleas of the Iranian people for freedom. How loudly the noble people of Iran cried out for
help and support. Who supported them? European countries provide military equipment to the Khamenei regime, and the best
surveillance cameras.

Exactly when the Iranian regime is in economic collapse, the United States is giving $6 billion of blocked assets of the noble Iranian
people to the Khamenei regime.

The corrupt and terrorist group NIAC in the United States advises the White House on behalf of the Iranian regime. And politicians



shout slogans.

Do you know what the noble people of Iran wanted that no one has heard their voice yet?

Are you aware that many Iranian asylum cases in different countries around the world have been rejected after the government's
murder of Mahsa Amini? This is a human rights tragedy.

Can a country that executes young people so easily, hangs them in the streets, and kills them with military weapons not pose a threat
to asylum seekers?

Do you know what they write in the rejection cases of asylum seekers? Is shedding the blood of the youth a tactic to gain asylum? If
people have become so criminal and heartless, what is the benefit of living on this planet?

Is Ukraine doing well? Is Sudan doing well? Is Yemen doing well? Is Afghanistan doing well?"

Where is Humanity ?
Where is Human rights

I guess we are acting that we are in modern century because in past at least there was only sword , but now there is multiple weapons
to killing people 

"I have said it a hundred times, and I'll say it again: the people of Iran simply want freedom. They want to be friends with the holy city of
Jerusalem. They want tourists to come to their extraordinary and historical country. They want major international banks to operate in
Iran. They want all the famous global brands to exist in Iran without restrictions. They want peace. They want to live in tranquility.

They want their children to be in schools where, instead of just religious studies and enmity towards America and Israel, they talk
about friendship and love. They want religion to stay out of politics.

Iranians are such noble and kind-hearted people that one of their greatest wishes is for the ruthless, bloodthirsty, and terrifying regime
of Khamenei to be destroyed so that he cannot give military weapons to Russia, and the innocent people of Ukraine won't be killed in
an unfair and senseless war with Russia.

It's strange that no one hears the voice of the people of this country. It's bizarre how countries that claim to uphold human rights remain
silent….

Human lives matter 

This article was very bitter and sad, but it's a harsh reality that we are currently living in on this planet. Unfortunately, all our desires
seem to be tied to money, which is the most horrifying desire in the world.

Let's believe that humanity is much more important than money and even knowledge.

I wrote this article myself under the name: Saman Hajibabaei.
Thank you for your time, and I apologize for the bitterness of the article you read.

The Iranian government, which is seen as erratic and oppressive, does not allow any journalist to inform the people about how Armita
was killed. The atmosphere in hospitals and the city of Tehran is very secure. Countries committed to human rights! Which one of your
practical duties has been carried out for human rights? Maybe Iran is not even on your list of human-friendly countries? This girl was
only 16 years old...
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